
Our innovative and growing company is looking for an engineering management.
Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for engineering management

Creation and leadership of a team of engineering project managers to
execute lifecycle projects to ensure consistency of customer experience,
excellent quality, and delivery assurance
The scope of the team’s responsibility encompasses cross-function team
leadership, project management, design change control, manufacturing
process design and qualification, manufacturing pilot and product market
launch
You will set up and lead a team of engineers creating the product deliverables
supporting procurement, manufacturing, testing and warranty
You will be in charge of systems integration across both light and heave rail
platforms, and the compilation of the BOM’s and Technical Specifications
You will prepare the bogie engineering estimates for proposals
Having exposure in Castings, Forgings, Glass reinforced plastics, Fiber,
Chemicals, Electrical items
Analyze the Engineering Changes released on components and communicate
the relevant changes to suppliers in the form of drawings, 3d Models and
documents
Responsible for physical Implementation of ECO’s at Suppliers globally
Responsible for maintaining the confidentiality of the documents, data
handled
Technical support to Suppliers in clarifying the Engineering changes

Qualifications for engineering management

Example of Engineering Management Job Description
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Experience with configuration management and product data management,
including product data management systems, configuration control boards
and customer satisfaction boards, physical configuration audits, drawing
surveillance, engineering change management, military equipment
maintenance, manufacturing development, new product development
processes, product support business case analysis, performance-based
logistics, and manufacturing and logistics
Experience with or certification in Lean and Six Sigma principles
BA or BS degree in an Engineering field
NDIA Configuration Data Management Specialist Certification
9 Years with Bachelor's in Science – Mechanical / Aerospace Engineering


